
CHARACTER AND READER

Fan fictions staring you and your favorite character. Reader is Y/n, favorite character is F/c. Some smut included! A lot
of fluff.

Zone-based OCR restricts the image to a specific part of a document. The second pass is known as "adaptive
recognition" and uses the letter shapes recognized with high confidence on the first pass to recognize better the
remaining letters on the second pass. The belief human physiognomyâ€”the shape of the forehead, curve of
the brow, or length of the nose, eyes too close togetherâ€”could determine character had long been accepted
by Greek philosophers. During the 19th century phrenology became a popular science through its promotion
by German neuroanatomist and physiologist, Franz Joseph Gall  This is advantageous for unusual fonts or
low-quality scans where the font is distorted e. General techniques of feature detection in computer vision are
applicable to this type of OCR, which is commonly seen in "intelligent" handwriting recognition and indeed
most modern OCR software. This means it should be possible to diagnose personality and possible ailments
by feeling each of these different areas. They note that it enables them to process what amounts to as many as
5, pages per hour in preparation for reporters to review the contents. Ironically however, several prominent
OCR engines were designed to capture text in popular fonts such as Arial or Times New Roman, and are
incapable of capturing text in these fonts that are specialized and much different from popularly used fonts.
This technique can be problematic if the document contains words not in the lexicon, like proper nouns. Other
areasâ€”including recognition of hand printing, cursive handwriting, and printed text in other scripts
especially those East Asian language characters which have many strokes for a single character â€”are still the
subject of active research. Please update this article to reflect recent events or newly available information.
Spool on to the turn of the 20th century and phrenology is as popular as ghost stories, Penny Dreadfuls and
Sherlock Holmes. In , Louis Allen Vaught self-published a handy little guide on the use of phrenology as a
means of understanding human nature. Each of these organs was to be found under a different part of the skull.
Tesseract uses its dictionary to influence the character segmentation step, for improved accuracy. Reading the
Amount line of a cheque which is always a written-out number is an example where using a smaller dictionary
can increase recognition rates greatly. This means that if the software does not achieve their desired level of
accuracy, a user can be notified for manual review. But is now considered a pseudomedicineâ€”a bit of hokum
that sounds probable but is bogus Gall believed the brain consisted of 27 individual organs that determined
personality. OCR is generally an "offline" process, which analyses a static document. Vaught wrote and
illustrated this bookâ€”showing readers the key things to look out for: lofty foreheads, pleasing brows, dreamy
eyes, and a fine turned chin; and of course what to avoid: ridged craniums, large fleshy chins, pointy ears, flat
or swollen headsâ€”which were all a supposed sign of deadly danger. Xerox eventually spun it off as Scansoft
, which merged with Nuance Communications. The brain is the organ of the mind. Ramakrishnan at the
Medical intelligence and language engineering lab , Indian Institute of Science , has developed PrintToBraille
tool, an open source GUI front end [6] that can be used by any OCR to convert scanned images of printed
books to Braille books. This is often referred to as "Template OCR".


